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Abstract
We show an online system for auditory scene analysis. Auditory scene analysis is the analysis of complex
sounds as they occur in natural settings. The analysis is based on models of human auditory processing.
Our system includes models of the human ear, analysis in tones and pulses and grouping algorithms.
This systems forms the basis for several sound recognition tasks, such as aggression detection and vowel
recognition.

Current sound recognition systems function well in controlled spaces with one, well defined source. But as
soon as multiple sound sources are present the performance drops rapidly[3]. Humans on the other hand
seems to have little problems recognising sounds in the presence of noise[5] or other sources. One of the
goals of (computational) auditory scene analysis[7] is to try to bridge this gap by basing its methods on
what is known about human auditory processing. We will demonstrate our system based on techniques from
auditory scene analysis augmented by algorithms that select spectro-temporal area’s with positive signal-tonoise ratio.
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Methods

The model demonstrated is based on a transmission line model of the human ear[1]. Its latency is lower
than filterbank implementations[2], which makes it more suitable for online models. The output is squared,
leaky-integrated and down-sampled which results in a energy representation. This representation is called a
cochleogram.
To find areas of the cochleogram where tones or pulses dominate, we filter it with two segment-dependent
filters. These filters match the shape of the tone response and the pulse response of the cochleogram up to
two standard deviations of white noise under the peak of the response. The result is two representations,
one which indicates the pulsality, the other indicating the tonality of each time-frequency combination of
the signal. These measures can be interpreted as local signal-to-noise ratios under the assumption that the
signal is a pulse, resp. a tone.
In both representations the neighboring local maxima are joined to form regions of the spectrum with are
likely to be one continuous tone or pulse. These regions we call signal components. Tonal signal components
are then grouped into harmonic complexes, this can increase the robustness of the signal components and
leads to groups of signal components that are highly likely to stem from a single source
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Discussion

The cochlea model is successfully applied in several sound monitoring projects in the Netherlands[6]. The
complete system is used in several projects ranging from aggression detection[8] to environmental sounds
recognition[4].
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Demo requirements

The demo runs continuously, but with explanation will take about ten minutes to visit. Requirements would
include a large screen or beamer and a table for it.
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